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 Bilingualism 

The American linguist, Leonard Bloomfield 
(1933), stated that bilingualism is the native-
like control of two languages  

Plurilinguism 

 the ability to use language for communication 
purposes and the ability to take part in 
intercultural interaction, where a person is 
viewed as a social actor who has knowledge of 
several languages at different degrees and 
experience in the various cultures  

 



Division of bilinguals and 

plurilinguals  

Bilinguals and plurilinguals can be analyzed along the following 
over lapping and interacting dimensions: 

 Ability: productive and passive  

 Use: the domains (contexts) different languages are often used 
for different purposes.  

 Balance of two languages:  balanced and dominant.  

 Age: simultaneous or infant and consecutive or sequential 

 Development: incipient have one well-developed language, 
and the other is in the early stages of development. When a 
second language is developing, this is ascendant  

 Culture: bicultural, pluricultural  

 Choice: elective bilingualism and circumstantial  

 Context: substractive and additive  



Maintain the balance between 

languages 





 Technology: computer, interactive board, 
internet, radio, Mp3 player 

 

 Visual and authentic materials 

 

 Textbooks and workbooks 

 

 Games and motivating activities  

 

 

Aids  



Advantages 
 Enrich vocabulary, 

 Develop skills and abilities, cognitive powers  

 Iq and Eq 

 Cultural understanding  

 Success 

 Expand knowledge and experience, personal growth  

 sharper perception of language 

 better problem solving and higher-order thinking skills; (Kessler &Quinn, 
1982, 1987) 

 learn more rapidly in their native language (L1)be more efficient 
communicators in the L1; 

 be consistently better able to deal with distractions 

 have increased ability to apply more reading strategies effectively  

 develop not only better verbal, but also spatial abilities; 

 display generally greater cognitive flexibility 

 expand their personal horizons  

 improve critical and creative thinking abilities; (Torrance, Gowan, Wu & 
Aliotti, 1970)  

 earn further languages more quickly and efficiently 



Pitfalls  

 Level language deficit  

 Errors 

 Negative interference 

 

 



RESEARCH  

 



Research sample - very young 

learners  
 

 they learn very quickly,  

 they have so much fun with learning , 

 they have incredible energy,  

 everything is new to them,  

 they are active learners,  

 they ask questions, try things out,  

 they acquire their first language so easily,  

 they have fun with language,  

 they ask questions all the time,  

 most lack self consciousness when they speak a new language,  

 they do not feel anxiety and fear, 

 they are not restriced by time, curricula and marks,  

 the child is not disturbed by the language he does not understand. 

 

 



Research problem 

 To analyze how the second language 
interfere with mother tongue and what the 
effects of interference there are.  



Research objectives 

 to analyze the system of bilingual education for 
very young learners in Slovakia  

 

 to conduct 2 case studies of young learners  
 
 to observe and analyze effects of bilingual 

education in these subjects with the focus on 
appearance of negative interference. 

 
 to suggest the way of  elimination of negative 

interference  



Research questions 

 How do children learn/acquire the second language?  

  HOW 

 

 Who teaches foreign languages? Do the teachers have appropriate 
qualifications to teach foreign language?  

  WHO 

 

 What institutions provide bilingual education?  

  WHERE  

 

 What materials do nursery schools use for foreign language 
education?  

  WHAT  



Similarities between languages  

 rice      gennaio   

 pen    penna  

 red     madre  

 January    sabato    

 mother    vino 

 Saturday    riso 

 orange    arancione  

 oil     tè  

 wine   caffè  

 butter    burro 

 tea    olio      

 coffee     rosso     

English    Italian  
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